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The Call of a Nation 
by Jim Butler, BFA, M.Div., D.Min.

 I feel the need to give some simple anthropological and 
sociological underpinnings to aid understanding the na-
tional importance of the featured medal of this article, the 
“Fenian Veterans Association 1866.” 

Human Kind began its journey as a struggle for survival 
in a hostile land where unity was found in family units of 
“hunters and gatherers.” These families wandered across 
the earth looking for food and a place to sleep after their 
toil. Later they discovered “agriculture” and “husbandry” 
which encouraged them to settle into one place. During 
this time of stabilization common understandings were 
shaped about hierarchy and they became “tribes.” Ac-
cepted understandings of who they were as a group with 
a common life enabling one another not just to survive 
but to grow in a world they sought to tame. Sadly, these 
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small groups began to compete for what they felt were better territories for growing and 
hunting. As their need for resources became more varied and sophisticated including such 
materials as metal, fighting ensued between larger bands of tribal villages. They pressed on 
forming larger affiliations based on shared needs, understandings, common foundational 
stories of their foundings, social hierarchic structure, accepted beliefs of what their individual 
lives meant within the group as well what their lives meant in death.   

In ancient times the tribal villages, grew into “city states” and further into civilizations fighting 
for dominance in geographic areas for resources and territory. It is important to realize that 
we humans began our journey as familial groupings became civilizations such as the Egyp-
tians, Persians and later into nations such as France, England. Although the ethnic make up 
varied, it was the common journey, shared social practices of who you were, where you 
wanted to go in history and how you were going to become a unified people or a nation that 
gave them their identity. Canada was no different in its formation from a colony to a nation in 
1867.   

This country began as a land needed for its resources by other nations. It was a colony 
made up of people who sought adventure and money. The land that became Canada was a 
movable feast that slowly spread across North American competing with our neighbour the 
United States of America, forged around the same time, like siblings in many ways. Every 
year our nations pause to celebrate our foundings, stories of where we came from, who we 
are and where we are going. It is important to remember these milestones of our national 
journey. 

I have a deep interest in ancient, medieval and biblical history, which are my primary areas 
of collecting. My ancestry is Loyalist (family name Outhouse refugees from NY to Tiverton 
NS) and Irish (immigrants from Cork to Saint John, NB) both of which I am proud of as my 
Canadian roots. In my personal ancestry I research the period 1649 to 1860s. I found that 
during the 1850s – 1870s there was continuous turmoil between the English, French and the 
Spanish and other counties throughout the world especially in North America.  I soon be-
came interested in the “Fenian Raids” because of their connection to NB and their impact on 
the founding of Canada. Being a collector, I sought items which people could actually hold 
that told this story.  

The Fenians were an Irish militia that grew in the aftermath of the terrible experiences of the 
“starving times,” the Potato Famine (1845 - 1852). Its goal was the emancipation of Ireland 
from England. Its founding although in Ireland quickly spread to the United States drawing 
the interest of unemployed American Civil War (1861 - 1866) soldiers of Irish descent who 
eagerly joined its growing militia (approx. 10,000) in that country. The immediate task of the 
Fenians in the USA was to attack, capture Canada and hold it ransom to England for the 
freedom of Ireland. An interesting note is that that this group evolved to become the IRA. 

The Fenian threat to colonial Canada was real. There were always threats to the colonies 
because of greed for land, resources with the promise of wealth and power. One of the 
greatest problems for any colony was its dependence on the “mother country” which was 
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many miles away for its defense. The need for an army caused by the Fenian threat was a 
motivating and unifying force for the birthing of our nation. In short, though the Fenians may 
have been comical in their aspirations to kidnap Canada they were a smoking gun that colo-
nial defense needed to change. There was also concerns for what appeared as ambivalence 
about the Fenian threat from the government of the USA and their policy of Manifest Destiny 
and the end of Reciprocity to just name a few.   

Canada’s defense at the time was from a few British forces stationed here. Following the 
experience of the war of 1812 and now this new threat there began a concerted political ef-
fort to establish militias (standing and volunteer) in the colonial provinces of Canada to aug-
ment the British forces. The Fenians had made it known their first military intentions was to 
attack the borders. They anticipated support from the NB population which boasted of 60% 
Irish descent. But there was very little support because the NB authorities and the church 
received the Irish well, aided in their resettlement. There was no support in April 1866 as the 
Fenians rowed to Indian Island off Campobello Island, NB and took the British flag from the 
Post Office.  

The colonial authorities in NB and NS were well prepared and sent militia and British land 
and sea forces from Saint John, Halifax and local areas to face the 700 or so Fenians who 
were in East Port Maine on the NB border. The government of the USA who did not want a 
border incident sent its military, disarmed the Fenians and sent them back to New York 
where they held a victory celebration holding up the “captured” British flag as a sign of their 
first victory. War is war and there were skirmishes with the Fenians on the borders of Upper 
and Lower Canada as well, with loss of life on both sides between 1866 and 1870.  

The Fenian Raid on Indian Island in 1866 had a profound impact on decision of NB to join 
Confederation. The threatening storm of the Fenians helped propel all the people in the 
colonies to band together and form a nation with its own military. Its attacks and threats on a 
people in the midst of defining themselves as a nation were defining moments not only for a 
“band of brothers” but for a developing nation. The Fenian treat was the jell setting of the fu-
ture military structures for what in 1867 would be called Canada. 

This short article does not allow for delving into all the complexities of the how and why of 
Confederation. There were many factors that impacted the peoples’ decision to move for-
ward with Confederation which was not initially favoured in NB and never supported by NS. 
But the British monarchy and government who had other waring issues found the defense of 
the colonies draining them of more military and finances resources, so they pushed the 
colonial governments for confederation which happened through the Constitution Act on 
March 29, 1867.  

The story of the Fenian Raids and their impact on Confederation is fairly strait forward and 
is, as I said, only part of the Confederation story. There were five Fenian battles, all ended in 
failure. The raids and the men who fought in them faded in memory and importance over the 
following years. It was some years later that renewed interest was fostered by the public and 
veterans of Fenian Raids and the Red River Uprising (First Riel Rebellion) of 1870. These 
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were two important military actions, one prior to Confederation, the other just a few years 
following it.  

The Red River Uprising, which lead up to the Louis Riel Rebellion (The North-West Rebel-
lion) of 1885 was the first crisis of the Canadian Federal Government and is a story that I do 
not have space to discuss. A medal was authorized in July 1885 for participants in this ac-
tion. There were 5,650 medals issued (16 of these were to British Officers), plus 1,753 with 
“Saskatchewan bars” and in addition 920 medals to members of the North West Mounted 
Police. I have pictured in this article a North West Medal 1885 from my collection. 

North West Medal 1885 to “H. Johnson H. P. B.” the Halifax Provisional Battalion 

As I said earlier it was through public, veteran and political pressure that Queen Victoria and 
the British government finally authorized the issue of Fenian Raid medals in January 1899 
for those who served in 1866 and 1870 as well for those who served in the Red River Upris-
ing of 1870. Members of the Canadian Militia (15,300) and British forces (1,368) in a public 
ceremony were issued Canadian General Service Medals on a ribbon with bar(s). Later, in 
1912 living survivors and widows were given $100. In 1915 the last of the medals were given 
to those still living.   In my collection I have two Fenian Raid Medals pictured in this article: 

Fenian medal 1866 issued to Pte. R. Rattray of the St. John Volunteer Battalion Fenian 
Raid Medal 1866 to St. John Volunteer Battalion. (See cover image) 

Fenian medal 1866 and 1870 with additional bar “Sergt. Instructor 21st Batt. St. Johns” 
to “Pte. J. Honin 21st Battalion” (next page) 
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I do not collect military medals so have limited knowledge and 
experience in researching this area. But while researching the 
Fenian Raids I stumbled upon the medal focused on in this article 
the “Veteran’s Association of 1866” which was being auctioned in 
Dublin Ireland. I had never seen one before. I placed a bid and 
won it. My research began. 

What is it? Among my first hits on Google I found on www.aliv-
ingpast.ca an article of the “Evening Guide” a paper from Port 
Hope, Ontario dated Nov. 15, 1935. It spoke of a gathering in 
recognition and appreciation for the Fenian veterans (1866) from 
Port Hope Light Infantry Company, “The Port Hope Reunion” on 
Nov. 15, 1915. At the same gathering they held remembrances 
for all who died at the Battle of Ridgeway during which Alexander 
Muir, the author of then Canada’s national anthem, “The Maple 
Leaf” was wounded.  

I do not know when the “Veteran’s Association of 1866” was or-
ganized. But on www.decorationday.ca/history.htm I found further 

information. It made references to the “Globe” (newspaper, Toron-
to) which refers to the “Veteran’s of 66 Association” in May 1890 and 1895. I also found a 
web reference that I was unable to open that referred to a Jeffrey Hoare auction that I be-
lieve had a medal like the one I acquired. On https://heritagearmssa.com/2017/09/29/the-
fenian-raids-1866-70/ a newsletter of the “Heritage Arms Society of South America” I found 
an article by Brian Wolfe (Ontario, Canada) who talks about an identical medal to mine, 
which is in his collection. In this very well written article Mr. Wolfe stated “This association 
(Canadian Fenian Raid Veteran’s Association) was the forerunner of the Royal Canadian 
Legion.”  

This medal is perhaps the first medal of what became the Royal Canadian Legion: 

Fenian Raid Veteran Association Medal, 1899 
A bronze and gilt eight-pointed star the central boss with a bust of Victoria before a 
maple leaf, surrounded by the inscription, 'Veterans' Association 1866', on red, white 
and blue ribbon with additional red ribbon inscribed, 'Committee 1899'.  

From The Royal Canadian Legion web site I have gleamed the following. After the First 
World War veterans asked for unity in the “formation of the Dominion Veterans Alliance” 
which was incorporated by an Act of Parliament in July 1926 as “The Canadian Legion of the 
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British Empire Services League.” On December 19, 1960 it became known as “The Royal 
Canadian Legion.” Its original main purpose was to be a strong voice and support for Veter-
ans of the First World War.  

Those who died in the Fenian Raids, particularly in the Ridgeway Battle were commemorat-
ed through private funding for the “Canadian Volunteer’s Monument” erected in Queen’s 
Park, Toronto in 1870. The Veterans of ’66 Association laid flowers and protested there in 
May 1890 for the lack of recognition and remembrance of the fallen. The “Globe” called the 
event “Our Decoration Day” and asked that it take place annually, which it did from 1890 – 
1925. In the celebration of 1903 the day included those who fell in the Northwest Rebellion 
(1885) and the South African War (1899 – 1903). 

Even though it had become a national memorial day it became less important and arbitrarily 
held either in May, early June or August. The First World War (1914 – 1918) revived interest. 
On the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Ridgeway the site was declared a National Historic 
Battlefield. A new monument was built in 1921. On June 1, 1930 the last surviving 8 veterans 
of Ridgeway marched in the last “Decoration Day” because in 1931 “Armistice Day” held on 
November 11th (which was a Commonwealth practice) became “Remembrance Day.” 

Let me quote: “The Ridgeway Veterans, of whom those still living were aged men, were for-
gotten and excluded from the Remembrance Day (this was the first), the honour extended 
by Veteran Affairs Canada only as far back as 1899, to those who fought in the South African 
War.” 

As I said nations are defined by what their peoples share in common. The Veterans Associa-
tion medal of 1866 represents an important part of our historical heritage. The remembrance 
of our founders, our defenders, and our fallen is important. 

The question that I need to answer is – “Are the names of those fallen from the Fenian Raids 
listed in Canada’s National Books of Remembrance?”  

Sources: 
“Canada General Service Medal Roll 1866 – 70” by John R. Thyen 
“Troubled Times in Canada: The History of the Fenian Raids of 1866 and 1870” by Captain 
John A. Macdonald 
“Turning Back the Fenians” by Robert L. Dallison 

WWW Sites 
“Canada Decoration Day” www.decorationday.ca/history.htm 
“The Fenian Raids 1866 – 70” article by Brian Wolfe of Ontario, Canada 

In newsletter of “Heritage Arms Society of South Australia” September 29, 2017 
https://heritagearmssa.com/2017/09/29/the-fenian-raids-1866-70/ 

Royal Canadian Legion - http://www.legion.ca/who-we-are/what-we-do/our-history 
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UNUSUAL FINDS 
Coasters - Part 2                                                          By Tom Craig 

In my last write up I talked about medal coasters that were used in holding, probably, bottles of re-
freshments. In this part I will talk about some other coasters that I have been using for 30 years. They 
resemble large foreign coins. Also, I have more data on some American decimal coins used for the 
same purpose. Now, none of this is scarce or rare, but just interesting to ponder why the face of coins 
would be used for this purpose? 

The first one is identified as 5 PESETAS. It is dated 1871 from Spain. The actual coin is only about 
37mm in diameter whereas this coaster is 80mm diameter. Some information about the coin is as fol-
lows; Made in .900 Silver .7234 oz.  Ruler at that time was Amadeo I and the coat of arms is from 
Spain. Assayers mark SD of the left side of the design. The coin and coaster design are the same in 
detail. 

The second coaster turned up a few surprises that I was not aware of. Even though I had this in my 
procession for over 30 years, I never knew that the 10 Gulden was a gold coin. I found that out when I 
did this article.  

This coaster depicts a design from the Netherlands. It is dated 1876 and has the denomination of 10 
Gulden. Other information is as follows; William III was the ruler. .900 Gold coin at 6.048 grams, 
22.5 mm diameter, KM #106.  The coaster is 80mm diameter compared to 22.5mm for the gold coin. 

This coaster is made of a base medal. The portrait is of Abraham Lincoln, president of the United 
States from 1861 –1865. It has a diameter of 4” or 102mm. As most collectors are aware, the date 
shown, 1909 S, is a good date to find. Note: these coasters do not have felt on the reverse side, but a 
design. 
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This coin depicts the Morgan Dollar. 
It is dated 1900. The Morgan dollar 
was made from 1868 until 1904 and 
again in 1921. It features the profile of  
“LIBERTY LADY”. It is called the 
MORGAN Dollar after the engraver, 
George T. Morgan. It was produced in 

90.0 % silver and was 38.1 mm di-
ameter. Five mints produced this 
coin with the mint marks of CC-Car-
son City, S-San Francisco, O-New 
Orleans, D-Denver, No mint mark 
was for Philadelphia. 270 million 
were authorized to be minted. 

The $20.00 Gold coin is featured on 
this coaster. It is known as Saint-Gaudens.  The actual coin weight 33.4360 grams at .9000 gold, 
0.9675 oz AGW and is 34 mm diameter. Here again the coin was called after the designer, Augustus 
Saint-Gaudens. These were struck in 1907 up until 1933. The 1933 strike has only 13 known and lists 
at a value $9,000,000.00. A total of 445,500 were struck but were never issued or were melted. There 
were several varieties of all coins issued such as “High relief or Low Relief” in addition words added 
like “IN GOD WE TRUST” vs no inscription as such.   

This $20.00 on the obverse 
has the Roman Numerals 
MCMV11 which means 
1907. 

A little time or a lot of time 
can yield new information 
in the fascinating hobby of 
ours. Never limit your 
quest for knowledge to a 
narrow field, expand it, al-
ways. You will be better for 
it.     
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